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Beginning, Middle and Beginning Again

On Beginnings

Hegel says that the beginning is only the beginning at the end. I like
that. At first it doesn't make sense; then it does. It's false; then it's
true. It's a scholarly rubric: consider what happens when an author
dies and the body of the work is complete – those who care about
such things read it all from the beginning, seeing the first word
leading in a direction it couldn't possibly have been foreseen to have
taken until there were no more. Hegel isn't talking about things; he's
talking about our knowledge of them. 

I know and love the Marvel Silver Age that spanned the 1950s to the
1970s. From Hegel's point of view, the Silver Age is something that
began and ended; it is something we can know. Yet the characters of
the Silver Age live on, not only in their Bronze (1970s–mid 1980s)
and Iron Age (mid 1980s–1990s) comic book characterizations, but
also in the films drawn almost exclusively from the Silver Age itself.
In many ways, the Silver Age comic book is with us more than ever
before. And that's what makes this discussion messy. Comic book
narratives, by their very nature, by their persistence, constantly
challenge the ordinary literary notions of beginning and end. 

Consider the origin issue – often the most valued and valuable of a
series' collectibles, and the story that feeds the bulk of the movie
versions of the characters. It is, in a sense, the most "literary" issue
of the complete series. The origin of a character is that part of the
character's extended narrative that most closely follows the definition
of a "story" itself. In his essay "To Begin, To Begin," Clark Blaise
locates the beginning of a story in a rupture or break in its character's
normal world. But not just any break or rupture: it needs to be an
interesting one (768–9). I see this definition working in two ways:
First, any story in itself is a break in the normal life of the reader. I
might say to you, as I'm reading a book and come across something
unusual, "Listen to this." Second, even when I pick up a book to
read, there's a break in the normality – the unconscious continuum –
of my day. Something different is going to happen, something that
promises to be worth my time and attention. That's the fact of the
story.

Then there's story itself: again, as Blaise explains it, all stories
establish a character's normal world which is broken into by an



event that forever alters it. The story is fuelled by the character's
attempts to normalize the effects of that event on his or her life. If
we apply this to comics, we see that the heroic characters make a
normal world out of doing good while they look after others, and
villains disrupt others' lives while they busy themselves fulfilling
their desires (sometimes they desire that disruption alone). The anti-
heroes do as much evil work as they can live with while they look
out for themselves. 

By the end of the origin story, we know all that we truly need to
know about which kind of character we're going to be dealing with.
Take Spider-Man, for example. In his origin issue, Peter Parker
decides to live by the dictum "with great power comes great
responsibility." (Stan Lee's voice-over line in the first Spider-Man
comic, which was put into the mouth of Peter's doomed Uncle Ben
in the first Spider-Man movie.) That decision tells us all we need to
know about Spider-Man's character. The rest of the issues, all the
villains, all the twists and turns of the plots, continually pit Spider-
Man's power against its own consequences. 

Or consider Daredevil's origin issue: The young Matt Murdock is
thrust into his heroic life by two events – the loss of his sight after
heroically saving an old man from being run over in the street, and
the murder of his father, an aging boxer, for refusing to throw a fight
– two fundamentally good acts that are punished rather than rewarded.
Yet what keeps Matt on the heroic path is his commitment to two
promises: to do good through studying law, and not to do violence.
The Daredevil character is both a promise-keeper and promise-
breaker in the name of good, perpetually virtuous and always guilty
– all this is made clear in Daredevil #1 and remains at the heart of
Daredevil stories to this day. 

The origin issue gives the reader something akin to a story – a
promise of interest, the attraction of the new and, when successful,
what Flannery O'Connor calls "the complete dramatic action…
showing how some specific folks will do, will do in spite of every-
thing" (828, italics original). We all know a Peter Parker, a Matt
Murdock. We see them, or something of them, in ourselves. The
origin issue is the point of connection between the heroic world and
our own. It is where the hero is transformed from one of us into
something else: something different from us, yes, but something in
which we can see the traits of our common humanity. Even as the
serialization (or, at its finest, the extended novelization) of the story
takes the character farther and farther away from the life of the reader,



the serialization still shares that moment when the character and the
reader were first joined and separated by the story's break in the
world.

On Ends

And now: ends. There are none. Spider-Man is still dramatizing the
struggle between power and responsibility, Daredevil continues to be
torn by contradictory promises to serve the same good end, the X-Men
are still caught between their true identities and their obligations to
their fellow beings as taught by Professor X. Batman is still the
world's greatest detective hunting a man he'll never find. There's
nothing to stop these stories from going on forever, and forever
delaying their ends in favour of more and more of a middle story. 

But in doing so, the comics deny us two things – one is the satisfaction
of an end, the notion of completed knowledge, a completed experience.
While the end of the story in art mirrors death, it need not be awful;
on a deeper level, it mirrors the possibility of a new world, a world
that has become a part of the character's old one. It mirrors the
possibility of change – the story of the struggle for the vote ends
with voting as a normal part of government; the story of Moby Dick
ends with the survival of the storyteller himself. The Bible ends with
the revelation of the ultimate punishment for the wicked, but for the
select, the path to a new Eden, a paradise like the one Man and
Woman were born into. Omega is Alpha. The second thing comics
deny us is the realization that the end of the story just as easily
represents the failure of a character to deal with the rupture that
began the story. Real failures occur, too; to speak of them is to offer
a chance to learn. In either case, whether good end or bad, the end of
the story represents our faith in transformation, in growth. The heroic
comic book's refusal to end denies us that. 

Not that there aren't opportunities for such endings – there are. They
are encountered, avoided or refused – a fact I've lamented elsewhere.
But in refusing to come to their ends, the comics also leave their
beginnings unfinished, open to perpetual revision. What's interesting
here is that only some such revisions "take hold" with the readers,
and these are the ones that build on moments in the series which
themselves represent new beginnings – new ruptures in the characters'
lives. Let me explain by example. A significant break in Daredevil's
life began in issue #81 (1971) when Gerry Conway brought the
Black Widow, a superhero in her own right, into Daredevil's life
through the machinations of one Mister Kline, the robot servant of a



future-being named, interestingly enough, Baal, one of the Bible's
false gods against which the First Commandment warns us all.
(Baal's intentions, perhaps because they are thwarted, are never
made clear, but this arrangement only serves to underline Baal's role
as a villain in the truest sense – one who creates disorder.)

As Kent Orlando (alias "Unca Cheeks") says on his very knowledgeable
and amusing website devoted to the Silver Age of Comics, the Black
Widow was possibly at the time Marvel's most, if not only, complex
female character. At once she was both harm and reward. A seductive
representation of the Cold War Communist threat, she began as an
Iron Man villain, a spy who used her charms and skills to lead other-
wise straight-shooting Americans astray. Over the course of the
1960s, she betrayed those who trained her to become an Avenger
ally (though, because of her willingness to kill, not an Avenger). As
she developed as a character, she became romantically involved with
four of Marvel's major heroes, then a leader of the Avengers and, in
a complete turnaround from her original role, a special agent for
Marvel's counter-espionage force SHIELD. Always she was a
woman of independent and yet wounded spirit. Her connection with
Daredevil was, in Orlando's words, "one of the most adult and
human man/woman relationships ever detailed in comics, at that
point." But as innovative as Marvel had tried to be in marrying and
making parents of The Fantastic Four's Reed and Sue Richards, they
have shown an inability to deal in a sustained way with lovers who
are not continually coping with separation. The Black Widow even-
tually had to leave Daredevil. But unlike Spider-Man's love interest,
Gwen Stacy, and Hawkeye's wife, Mockingbird, at least she left alive.

However, such was the Black Widow's effect on Daredevil's narrative
that her presence (though not she herself) was reconstructed in the
revision to Daredevil's own origin. During Frank Miller's early
1980s' reshaping of Daredevil in the image of his obsession with the
American fighter as a ninja, the Russian-born assassin Widow was
answered with the Greek-born assassin Elektra. A female, westernized
version of all that Americans fear and respect, perhaps even secretly
admire as their opposites – not the Soviet Union this time, but the
Far East. Of course, she was Matt's first love – and thus she also
retroactively prefigured the relationship with the Widow that Matt
had already had in his narrative but that still awaited him in his life. 

A similar revision was made to the Hulk, in whose limitless strength
and rage Lee and Kirby found an image for the chaotic and terrible
power of the atomic bomb. Bill Mantlo, not without controversy,



altered the story (and Ang Lee's movie version followed his lead), so
that while radiation was the catalyst, the true source of the raging
Hulk lay in the chaotic and terrible power of domestic violence
(Incredible Hulk #313). Then there's the Sub-Mariner, in whom Bill
Everett created the personification of the ocean itself – sometimes
generous, sometimes fatal for reasons no human being could know.
Under John Byrne, the Sub-Mariner became a moody superhero
whose behaviour is explained by a blood disorder (Namor #13).
There are many other such examples. Some please us as readers.
Some anger us. But regardless of our judgment of whether these
moves are right or wrong, they point to a pattern. Superhero comics
must continually go back to their origin stories to make significant
changes, perhaps "discoveries," in order to postpone closure in favour
of going on, in theory, forever. In this way, currently dramatized
iconic figures are remade in a contemporary setting – which allows
them to move into the future – in a way that does not apparently
disrupt their relationships with their own pasts. The "discovered" or
"revealed" elements themselves are presented as part of the original
logic of the character, even though those newly "discovered" elements
in the character's life are derived from a world view alien to (and
often at odds with) that character's first appearance or iconic origin
story.

On Beginnings without End

By constantly deferring a fixed account of a character's origin, and
putting off an irreversible account of his or her demise, superheroic
stories are blurred-edged things. There is a constant possibility of a
revision of, or addition to, a character's origin story or past. Consider
Magneto's motive for world domination having been found in his
experience as an inmate at Auschwitz in X-Men #150, or Frank
Miller's ninja-myth revisions to Daredevil (Daredevil #168 onward).
And there is the ever-present possibility of a character's resurrection:
for example, Bucky Barnes in "Out of Time" or Jason Todd in the
"Daedalus and Icarus: The Return of Jason Todd," brought back in
2005 and 2006 after "being dead" for sixty and twenty years,
respectively (Captain America vol. 5 #1; Batman Annual #25). The
character narratives in superhero comics have neither beginnings nor
ends; they are all the middle parts of the stories. All readers can truly
know is where they entered the story and where they left it. All that
readers can say is that they know, for the moment, the current origin
story and its history and, possibly, what the most recent demise
happens to be.



The 2007 discussion of the remarkable assassination of Captain
America (Captain America #25) displays this perfectly. Fan pages,
YouTube videos and even television commentators took a variety of
views. From posting obituaries, to the presentation of Captain
America's own shield (apparently according to Cap's last will and
testament) to television satirist Stephen Colbert (himself the basis
for an upcoming comic book), to online debates on exactly how Cap
is going to "come back." Sometimes fans argue against the appropri-
ateness of a particular move that they see fitting – or not – with the
logic of the character in the hope of getting the move undone. It took
over a decade of fan dissatisfaction after Hal Jordan was corrupted
into a universe-destroying villain, then killed in Dan Jurgens' Zero
Hour, for him to be reborn years later as the great Green Lantern he
once was (Johns, Green Lantern). Without a beginning or an end,
comic book stories offer comfort in the face of an uncomfortable
situation that nothing is ever over, and anything can be changed. 

Contrast this experience of reading with that of reading the novel:
readers of Moby Dick know both where they are in the book (what
page, what part of the telling of the story), and where they are in the
logic of the story it contains (whether the narrator is considering
events ahead of, or behind, or coincident with the moment of telling).
They know that both the book and the story have a beginning, a
middle and an end. Moby Dick is thus both a material object and an
intellectual one. It has limits and boundaries. It can be revisited, of
course, and readers often reread a book for the pleasure of discovering
previously unseen things or unknown parts of themselves in doing
so. This is perhaps the greatest gift a novel can bring: being a defined
object, a fixed point in the firmament, a novel can become a measure
by which the reader understands him- or herself as he or she changes
over time. The novel (by definition "something new") is the creation
of a world that values the definability of objects, including works of
art, and the notion of a true, linear account of life.

And so the superhero story, for all its blurriness, offers, quite seriously,
the appearance of beginnings and ends. Just as the other characters
in his universe (and the press in ours) took "The Death of Superman"
to heart, so the other characters in the Marvel Universe took Cap's
assassination seriously. The Winter Soldier/Bucky vows revenge on
Tony Stark (Captain America vol. 5 #26, 28/6) whom he holds
responsible. Tony Stark offers a confession of his own guilt to Cap's
deteriorating body (Civil War Chronicles #12) and so on – this
despite the fact that, during the traumatic mourning period for Cap,
Clint Barton (the original Hawkeye) returns from his own death,



which was witnessed and mourned by many. Surprisingly, this return
is accepted as more of a curiosity than anything else – Iron Man and
his SHIELD agents run an identity check, but the whole scene treats
death as a distant country from which it is unusual but not impossible
to come back (Fallen Son: The Death of Captain America #3). The
perpetual motion machine of the superhero story seems to meet its
readers' desires, needs and appetites for the way the meaning of
things is defined by a beginning, a middle and an end in the same
way that the immortal creatures of myth connect with individual life
defined by birth, growth and death. Yet where myths make a clear
distinction between immortal beings and mortal ones, superheroes
are both mortal and immortal. Sometimes, like us, they die, and yet
sometimes, like the gods, they die only to return.

Tom Harpur argues in The Pagan Christ: Recovering the Lost Light,
that mythic stories (of which, he argues, the Christ story is one) offer
not accounts but metaphors – they aren't so much stories in the
historical, novelistic, testimonial sense as they are patterns of thinking.
They are templates for what counts and doesn't count within the
span of an individual event or an individual's life. For Harpur, the
error in the transformation of the Christian faith into the Christian
religion lies in the Church's treatment of the story of Christ as a
historical event rather than as the metaphor for understanding the
possibility of spiritual perfection in a person's life. Historical
accounts are measured by their truth; metaphors by their applicability.
Historical accounts may be revised in the light of new evidence and
become new accounts that are said from then on to always have
been true, while metaphors are refreshed, retold in terms that make
sense during the moment of telling. (Harpur argues that the setting
of the ancient story of the death and resurrection of a god-in-human-
flesh in the Roman Empire is just such a retelling.) Our entire
relationship to a story is shaped by the way we frame it. Though
"The Story of Christ" is the same word for word no matter what we
call it, we can see it as history written in stone, or as a metaphor in
the path of running water. 

So here we are: the superhero story is something like a novel, and
something like myth. Before I go on, I need to go back to Umberto
Eco's essay, "The Myth of Superman" (discussed in chapter 1). Eco,
too, reads the Superman story (as it was presented from 1950–1970),
and all the stories like it, partly as ongoing myth and partly as a
running collection of short stories. The mythic part is Superman
himself; the fictional element is Clark Kent. For Eco, as for many,
Kent's purpose is to connect the reader (who must live in the real



world of past, present and future) and the hero (who must not). The
problem with this identification (which, like the attractive qualities
of the heroes of detective fiction, keeps the readers coming back) is
that the immortal mythic figure is tied to the mortal fictional one in
the same story. As myth, the story is endless; as fiction, it must have
an end. Eco's comment on what I've spoken of as the constant 
possibility of revision is that it is (unconsciously) the strategy of the
superhero story itself: by constantly jumping around in time, and
through (as DC used to do) levels of "imaginary" and "canonical"
stories, the superhero story is told as if in a dream. It's a moment of
sleep and escape. Its appeal lies in the desire of a population flooded
with information and change for the story that doesn't connect to time
and labour. We have an appetite for redundancy, and the superhero
story (among other such stories) fulfills it. Thus, too, the superhero
does his work in small ways – preventing or avenging individual or
property crimes, or, I would add, saving the whole world but in a
way that either no one notices or does not change anything. The
superhero story supports the social structures of the normal world
that in turn confine the superhero story to its redundancy. 

Eco's essay reaches a powerful and saddening conclusion; it clearly
points to a social-structural force as opposed to a literary one behind
the nature of the superhero comic. It fits more with Lee's argument
than mine, but mine can't ignore it either. Indeed, Eco's point offers
an explanation as to why superhero comics never come to the end
when I have argued that at least some comics should. But it would
be a mistake, I believe, to argue the nature of an entire art form on
the basis of one of its periods. The Superman of Eco's essay is the
Superman at the height of the power of the Comic Books Code, and
at the nadir of the development of his story – a process which led
to the relatively static Superman of the 1960s, but which was 
re-energized in the mid 1980s and has been on the move ever since.
Superhero comic writers and artists have taken the opportunity to be
much freer with the development of both Superman and Clark Kent,
drawing out the novelistic possibilities (which were laid down in the
late 1940s) of a flawed hero, a politically fractious home planet, a
love life, and so on. And in keeping Clark Kent up with the times,
the superhero comic has also found its way to keeping the mythic –
the metaphorical – as well as the character possibilities in the
Superman figure (and all like him) alive. 

It only follows that the metaphors that have the longest runs are also
the metaphors that bend with the times so they can speak in the
times' own language, according to their own needs. By being pattern



and not account, myth has no beginning or ending: the reader (or
hearer) enters myth at his or her own place and picks up the ongoing
story from the place of his or her own first encounter with it. The
"origin issue" is only a point of orientation. Though a reader needs
to be more sophisticated now about what is and is not a part of
Daredevil's origin as represented in Daredevil volume 1, number 1,
that issue still represents the first entry point for recurring and
revised representations of the hero. The "historical" account of a
mythic character's life is, thus, only a direction for future telling or
revisions of the past. Myths are passed on from culturally privileged
teller to privileged teller: myths (and the cultures that support them)
are built that way. Superheroic stories are passed on from writer to
writer both held in trust and in check by the readers. 

If superhero comics are mythic in the sense that they are constructed
in the same unending way as myths, we can then read them as we
read myths. We can look at these stories as storehouses of the ideas
that meant most to the people who created them. We can listen to
find out what kind of language their creators used to express their
most meaningful stories. I want to note what I see as a trend. As
superhero comics become less and less able to offer the deaths of
significant characters as metaphors for real death, comic series have
begun to offer either increasingly gruesome yet reversible deaths of
star characters (like Superman or Captain America), or the irreversible
deaths of larger and larger numbers of nameless ones. 

For an example of when a gruesome death gets "taken back," consider
the first of Jason Todd's two deaths. In 1988's "A Death in the Family"
(Batman #426–429) he is killed by the Joker who uses a tire iron, a
bomb and the phone-in consent of the fans to do him in. After he
returns from that grave, Todd is killed again, this time by Batman
himself (to save the Joker!) in the 2006 "It Only Hurts When I Laugh"
(Batman #650). In these sorts of stories, contemporary comics carry
on the tradition of the funnies and cartoons, from Warner Brother's
Wile E. Coyote to South Park's Kenny, both of whom "die" a half
dozen times per episode. Because the game between the Joker and
Batman cannot end, no one expects that the Joker will ever die even
though he's apparently been, like Rasputin, drowned, shot, poisoned
and beaten to death. That list is not exhaustive. In this sense the
comics are truly comic: nothing's at stake; the pleasure is supposed
to lie in finding out how the laws of nature and the novel will be
broken yet again. In a sense they are reassuring: no matter how
much you might care about a character in peril, that peril will be
resolved. If superhero comics hadn't begun to reach for more than



that, then they could be criticized for not reaching their potential.
But they are reaching for more than The Road Runner Show slapstick
or South Park satire; they long ago left behind the idea that they'd 
be more comfortable than novels, movies or short stories. 

One of the key events in comic history that signaled their increased
complexity is the famous death of Gwen Stacy in Amazing Spider-
Man #121–22 (1973). Gwen was Peter Parker's then great love, and
as the original story went, she died because the Green Goblin
(Norman Osborn) took her hostage, then killed her because of who
she was to Spider-Man. Her death was the second (in order if not in
value) great trauma in Spider-Man's life, and the reverse image of
the death of his Uncle Ben: Ben died because Peter Parker wouldn't
accept the responsibility of his powers; Gwen died because he did. 
If any event challenges the claim that comic books fail to live up to
the emotional engagement and discomfort that is possible in the
novel, Gwen's death is it. 

Nonetheless, even that death and all it meant has not been left alone:
though Gwen isn't "back," the Goblin is (even though he was killed
in battle with Spider-Man in the issue following Gwen's death) –
and he has been for years. The significance of Gwen's death was
revisited – and revised – during J. Michael Straczynski's run as
writer on Amazing Spider-Man. In the story arc of "Sins Past"
(#509–514, 2004–2005), it is revealed that Gwen was killed by the
Goblin not because of her relationship to Spider-Man/Peter Parker
but because of her relationship with the Goblin/Norman Osborn
himself. Gwen and the Goblin were, in effect, in a custody battle
over their children of whom no one but they knew; these children
were the result of a brief sexual affair between the young Gwen and
the older Osborn in Europe during a hiatus in Peter and Gwen's
relationship. This story development was and is highly controversial.
As blogger Scott Tipton argued, the significance of Gwen's death
has been thoroughly debased. To paraphrase Tipton's argument, in
the new version, Gwen died not because Peter loved her, but
because she'd been unfaithful to him. Like so many women in film
and story before her, hers became the fate of the "fallen" woman
who was overcome by the consequences of the events she had herself
set in motion. Worse, she had been seduced by the same devil that
killed her. 

Even more significantly, as Tipton points out, the lesson of Spider-
Man – that we must be true to the responsibilities of our power
though such personal integrity causes so much pain – is lost in one



of Spider-Man's most profound stories if Spider-Man is "off the
hook," if he is only a witness to a murderous dispute he cannot stop
rather than the cause of his beloved's misfortune. As Bob Greenberger
writes in the preface to The 100 Greatest Marvels of All Time #2 that
reprints the second half of the story of Gwen's death in Amazing
Spider-Man #122 (the story ranked nineteenth in the list), Gerry
Conway felt that her death "was necessary to move the main character
forward" and "would end this chapter in the young man's life."
Conway was taking a big risk – one that continues to resonate
throughout superhero comics today. What Gwen's death did at the
time was express the tragic conclusion of the superheroic mission to
make the world right. Peter Parker chose to become Spider-Man-the-
hero only after his selfishness and inaction led to the death of his
Uncle Ben. He chose to act in the future because his refusal to accept
the responsibilities of his power led to the death of the innocent man
he loved and who gave him his past. He needed to atone for his
mistake, and he understood his complicity in the deaths that his
inaction would make possible. Yet that "chapter" closes when the
logic of Spider-Man's choice leads to the death of the innocent
whom he loves and in whom he was staking his future. At that point,
as emotionally wrenching as Gwen's death was for Peter Parker, and
for readers of his comic (myself included), Conway had opened up a
new meaning to the logic of the superhero: it is absurd. It is Spider-
Man, then, who is caught in the terrible absurdity that it isn't the
hero but someone else who is damned if the hero does and damned
if the hero doesn't. 

In a web interview with Derek McCaw of Fanboy Planet, Straczynski
responds to the anger at his work (much of it, unlike Tipton's better
argument, vented at Gwen's "slutty" behaviour), by arguing that in
rewriting Gwen's story as that of a confused young woman who has
sex with a charismatic older man, he is adding meaning to the
already understood fable. Far from debasing Gwen, he says, he is
connecting her as a character to the real lives of the readers through
the fact that "everyone makes mistakes." In terms of showing how
both Peter and Gwen "deal honorably" with that mistake, he is making
both characters more human – which is a fiction writer's job. And he
praises his work for its result: increased interest in Spider-Man and
his supporting cast as reflected in increased sales of the book. In the
literary sense, then, Straczynski is following the line of reasoning
laid out by Eco: adding more facts to the portrait of the character is
the means by which the fictional element in superheroes develops
(and stays "in touch with the times") so that the metaphorical/mythic
element remains relevant. That's why, at the convergence of both



approaches to the superhero comic book – continuing melodrama
and representation of mythic figures in fiction – it had to be Gwen,
a key figure from Spider-Man's past, and not some new character
invented just for the purpose. Changes in few, if any, other characters
from Peter Parker's past could possibly have such an impact on all
his stories to come. 

Did it work? Let's set aside fan anger at the fact that Gwen's choices
are sexual ones, and consider the question in terms of what the
Spider-Man story as a whole gained or lost in this episode. If we do
this, then I think we have a standard to judge certain moves as right
or wrong in the ongoing creation of small s stories from which the
large S Story is made. Not all meanings are additive. Sometimes
things done with the intention of expanding the meaning of a 
character are consistent with that character's iconic meaning; some-
times, though, developments on the character level break with such
meanings. These are the ones that are ultimately rejected, one might
say "by the story itself," though the phrase is actually a shorthand
way of speaking about a mix of conscious decisions made by those
looking back on the collection of stories over time, and the almost
unconscious decisions that both readers and creators make simply to
forget certain characters or events. In comics, though, there is
always the possibility of reversal. While this is the ground for hope
for those who want the past undone, for example, to have Hal Jordan
returned from his disgrace and grave, it is maddening for those who
want stories to truly end. 

What might be said to have been gained then, was an underlining of
Gwen's and Peter's essential goodness of heart (though we already
knew that) by showing that goodness in a new, more relevant context.
That, and two more Goblin-spinoff villains. What was lost was the
existential trap that closed on Peter Parker because he chose to be
Spider-Man-the-hero. In making Gwen's choices part of the reason
for her death, the Straczynski story makes the relationship between
Spider-Man's choice and its consequences incomplete: her death is
no longer all his fault because of what he did. It is no longer the true
opposite to the death of Uncle Ben, which still is (as far as I know)
all Spider-Man's fault because of what he didn't do. 

Even if the content of this particular Straczynski story hadn't broken
as much faith with the meaning of Spider-Man's condition as a hero
as it arguably did, in reopening Gwen's story, it made it possible for
Gwen's life to become more troubling than her death. Her death was
not only one of the most important moments in Spider-Man's life but



in the Marvel Universe as well. Kurt Busiek uses it to frame his
Marvels retrospective, which offers in one book a defining, though
dark, version of the meaning of Marvel's Silver Age. And in
"Rubicon" (a Civil War–connected story which appears after the
Straczynski story), Christos Gage states, through the authoritative
Tony Stark himself, that the reason Spider-Man's true love died was
"because a psychopath knew who Spider-Man was underneath his
mask," thereby reasserting the original version and meaning of
Gwen's death. Indeed, my argument is that once Gwen died as the
result of Peter Parker's choice to be Spider-Man, Spider-Man's story
needed the role played by that death in it. It is interesting to note that
as Straczynski continued to write Amazing Spider-Man, he and
Marvel's editor-in-chief Joe Quesada eventually threatened to fill the
vacant position of second truly innocent victim of Peter Parker's
choices by having Aunt May shot (Amazing Spider-Man #538,
2007). After an intense period of uncertainty and drama, she lived.
But the price was a deal with Mephisto, who leveraged the threat to
her to erase years of Spider-Man's history and future – Peter's
famous marriage to Mary Jane Watson, because it was happy and
good, and the existence of their daughter who would never be born. 

But if individually significant deaths usually elude superhero comics,
the spectacular depiction of the murder of innocents – individually
and en masse – has not. As comics have followed the graphic novel
lead and been allowed to depict more and more of the viciousness of
life in a world informed by the Holocaust, the Rwandan massacre,
the War on Terror and even, the threats posed by climate change, the
representation of death has become more of a broad stroke. It is as
though a shift in narrative – like DC's blending all the superhero
stories into one through the Crisis on Infinite Earths, or Marvel's
"Dark Phoenix" story arc or Civil War – now requires the deaths of
thousands, if not millions to be significant at all. 

In part, mythic stories at all levels are built around the patterns that a
culture creates and through which it perceives the world. A myth's
job is to give individuals and cultures a way of both remembering and
making sense (making a story) out of real-world events – from the
miraculous return of spring after months of winter to the monstrous
(re)occurrence of genocide. Superhero comics are structured as
myths and presented as short stories, gaining strength from the
mixture of their qualities, but also weaknesses where their qualities
are in conflict. It's an uneasy combination. In the immortality of the
mythic figure, the closure of the short story is lost; in the immediacy
of the short story, the mythic figure is tied to time and time's



expectations. Characters are more personal than those of pure myth,
but less personal than those with whom we share a fate. 

Yet meanings are made in unique ways by such stories. They find
their images and language in the world as it is, as it was and as it
might be; they choose from those images the ones that mean most to
the culture that preserves them. These are things, myths tell us, that
we need to remember, understand, learn how to live with. But in
using death as a device to heighten drama, and never as a reality
within the story, superhero comics substitute stories about life and
death with stories about life and the fear of death. In this, then,
superhero comics are not themselves true myths; though they are
stories created and consumed by a world in which death is irrevocable,
death is not in their own world something that cannot be undone. 
We can look at events in superhero comics and read in them their
likenesses in history or politics or culture. We can see the authors of
superhero comics making comments on the world. But because the
superhero, who is never completely born, can never truly die, there is
nothing in his or her story through which we can make our necessary
acceptance of death, if not our peace with it. For that we must look
elsewhere.


